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RECRUITMENT



Fundamental domain of action

Basic social motive (Tomasello 2008)

Locus for cross-linguistic comparison
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Cross-cultural pragmatics

Psychology

Conversation analysis
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Cross-cultural pragmatics

Could you tidy up the kitchen a bit?





Method

1. Corpus collection
2. Data workshops

3. Coding design
4. Coding work

5. Reliability
6. Results



Video corpora of eight languages
ca. 200 cases for each language
coded for a set of formal and interactional elements 
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Video corpora of eight languages
ca. 200 cases for each language
coded for a set of formal and interactional elements 



Move composition



Move A
(recruitment)

Move B
(response)

A does something 
that B can perceive
e.g. ‘Pass the salt’

B does something 
practical ‘for’ A
e.g. ((passes salt))



Asymmetry in move composition
Move A is mostly verbal,  Move B is mostly nonverbal

Move A
(recruitment)

Move B
(response)
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• Italian and MP speakers 
gesture more, whereas 
Cha'palaa and Lao 
speakers gesture less

Nonverbal behavior in Move A
Cross-linguistic differences

• The rate of fully 
nonverbal requests 
varies, but it's never 
more than about 15%



Italian

Siwu Lao

Cha’palaa
REACHING

Give me that

Hand me that

Give me the 
phone back



Italian

Siwu Lao

Cha’palaa
HOLDING OUT

Cut them in the 
middle

Here, put the 
soap away 

Answer the 
phone for me



Italian

Siwu Lao

Cha’palaa
POINTING

Give me some 
of this

Walk that way

Mix and give it 
to him

Give me the 
old razor



Nonverbal behavior in Move A

Three practices account for 66% of the cases

POINTING 
a at relevant 
place/object

REACHING 
to receive an object

HOLDING OUT 
an object for B to 
do something with



Bates et al. 1976,  Masur 1983,  
Tomasello et al. 2007,  
Cameron-Faulkner et al. 2014 POINTING 

a at relevant 
place/object

REACHING 
to receive an object

HOLDING OUT 
an object for B to 
do something with

Nonverbal behavior in Move A

Primary practices
used by pre-linguistic infants 
within first year of life



Move composition

Move A
(recruitment)

Move B
(response)



Lyons 1977,  Sadock & Zwicky 1985

Sentence type 
in Move A

All languages use all 
three major types

• Imperative
• e.g.  Pass the salt

• Interrogative
• e.g.  Can you pass the salt?

• Declarative
• e.g.  We need the salt



cf.  Searle 1975,  Clark & Schunk 1980,  Blum-Kulka et al. 1989,  Wierzbicka 1991

Sentence type 
in Move A

All languages use all 
three major types

But not in the same 
proportions

Contrary to previous 
claims, English too 
uses imperatives 
more than any other 
sentence type 



Internal 
complexity of 
sentence type:
imperatives

Languages vary in 
number of morpho-
syntactic variants of 
each sentence type

Imperative forms vary 
between 2 to more 
than 10
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sentence type:
imperatives

Languages vary in 
number of morpho-
syntactic variants of 
each sentence type

Imperative forms vary 
between 2 to more 
than 10



Vieja,  inu chuwa manka' kuka junu
old.lady 1-ACC vine again-get-SR give-IMP.1 there

‘Old lady, give me the string there’ 

Tadi kapanu
hold-POS tip-LOC

‘Hold (it) on the tip’ 

bare imperative morphological imperative 
+ benefactive
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‘Old lady, give me the string there’ 

Tadi kapanu
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bare imperative morphological imperative 
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Vieja,  inu chuwa manka' kuka junu
old.lady 1-ACC vine again-get-SR give-IMP.1 there

‘Old lady, give me the string there’ 

Tadi kapanu
hold-POS tip-LOC

‘Hold (it) on the tip’ 

bare imperative morphological imperative 
+ benefactive

Wotton 1997,  Rossi 2012



Sofia  mi  porti un’altra forchetta
NAME  2.D   bring-2S  one=other   fork

‘Sofia, will you bring me another fork?’ 

bare imperative Mi X interrogative

Metti giù
put-NPST-2S   down

‘Put (it) down’ 

Wotton 1997,  Rossi 2012

Tina

Olga

Sofia

Furio



Functional correspondence?
cf.  Brown & Levinson 1987,  Zinken & Ogiermann 2013

morphological imperative 
+ benefactive

Vieja,  inu chuwa manka' kuka junu
old.lady 1-ACC vine again-get-SR give-IMP.1 there

‘Old lady, give me the string there!’ 

Wotton 1997,  Rossi 2012

Mi X interrogative

Sofia  mi  porti un’altra forchetta
NAME  2.D   bring-2S  one=other   fork

‘Sofia, will you bring me another fork?’ 

Sofia

Furio



Functional distribution



Subcategories of recruitments

OBJECT TRANSFER

Answer the 
phone for me

Will you pass me 
some chewing gum?

You’ve given too 
little tea to Elena

SERVICE

TROUBLE ASSISTALTER TRAJECTORY
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Distribution of sentence types across subcategories



Distribution of sentence types across subcategories



Distribution of sentence types across subcategories



Aldo pass me 
the plate Do you have a 

handkerchief?

Object visibility (availability)

Merritt 1976,  Levinson 1983,  Rossi fth

Are there 
any limes?

Throw the 
soap here



Object visibility (availability)

‘Do you have X?’
‘Is there X?’
‘Where is X?’
77% (n=48/62)

***p<.001
odds ratio 4.48



Move B



Fulfillment vs. rejection

Fulfillment much more frequent: § cooperative stance
§ preference



Successfulness by format

***p<.001
odds ratio 7.51



fifty-five

Flavia

Silvia

Bianca



Flavia

Silvia

Bianca



we	have	
six	canastas



Example 1



Nonverbal request

§ integral to the activity

§ projectable from its 
advancement

fifty-five



Successfulness by format

§ integral to the activity

§ projectable from its 
advancement

fifty-five



Move B composition

***p<.001
odds ratio 3.73

**p<.01
odds ratio 1.83



Narrower/wider 
RESPONSE SPACE

Imperatives make relevant 
nonverbal fufillment

Goodwin 2006, Craven & 
Potter 2010,  Rossi 2012

Interrogatives can be responded 
to with affirmative answer 

before fulfillment or 
with negative answer

Ervin-Tripp 1976, 
Brown & Levinson 1987, 

Wootton 1997, Craven & 
Potter 2010,  Rossi 2012

Declaratives afford an open 
response space

Vinkhuyzen & Szymanski 2005,  
Rossi & Zinken fth

Move B composition

***p<.001
odds ratio 3.73

**p<.01
odds ratio 1.83



Polar responses

***p<.001
odds ratio 51.31



Russian

A:     Tak nu shampanskava mne knto-nibut' naljot?
‘So, will anyone pour me champagne?’

B:      Kaneshna. ((reaches for bottle))
‘Of course.’

Italian

A:   Mi dai un pezzo di scottex?
‘Will you give me a piece of kitchen paper?’

B:   Sì ((turns to get kitchen paper))
‘Yes.’

Cha’palaa

A:   Tyayu puu?
‘Is there salt?’

B:    e’e ((hands A salt))
‘Yeah.’

Terrance, can you pass 
me those matches?

Yeah

Polar responses

English



Pomerantz 1984
Schegloff 2007

Heritage & Pomerantz 2013

Rejection design

Rejections are 
designed as 
dispreferred
responses 

***p<.001
odds ratio 75.37



Rejection design



Cross-linguistic commonalities



Cross-linguistic commonalities

Preference

recruitments mostly complied with

rejection mediated with an account 

Formal resources

three basic nonverbal practices

all three major sentence types (IMP,  INT,  DEC)



Cross-linguistic commonalities

Functional distribution

bare imperatives used when recipient is already 
committed to larger activity

nonverbals more successful because embedded in 
activity structure

more interrogatives when object is possibly not 
available



Cross-linguistic variation

Sentence types are used in different proportions

Their internal complexity varies:  
functional differentiation

Cross-linguistic correspondences:  
shared anatomy of recruitment systems?



thank youthank you


